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domination of rich aristocrats, pushing Essex and Manchester aside, driving Saye into obscurity. His task was easier than Stafford's in that he had an army to support him, and a vastly greater revenue (for he had no hesitation in raising heavy taxation and, even then, in leaving huge debts behind him). But he insisted on a strong central power, and he used it to govern efficiently in what he took to be the interests of the whole nation.
It might be imagined that, politically if not personally, Cromwell had a good deal in common with King Charles. An alliance between the two may not appear unthinkable, and, for a moment, it looked as though that alliance would come about. Two things made it unreal and ephemeral: Charles represented legitimacy and continuity. ,If Cromwell's capacity to rule justified his seizure of power, then England would be for ever at the mercy of adventurers who imagined themselves to have a similar genius. Rebellion would follow rebellion, and of ultimate stability there was no hope. The legitimist argument was indeed justified by the collapse and anarchy that followed Cromwell's death. Secondly, the personal factor was aH important: Charles and Cromwell were impossible allies. There was a certain lack of continuity in Cromwell's nature as in,his politics—a constant friction between the temperament of an English country gentleman and the alien, excitable religion that alternately comforted and tormented Mm.1 By middle,age he had partially conquered his difficulties. But he was given to the kind of bora*-play that suggests nervous repressions: he did many <f his most famous actions in fits of irritable temper,
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1 He was Welsh by extraction, his real name being TOfiaina. pat-grandfether adopted the grander name of Cromwell fro ill-law, the famous Thomas Cromwell, plunderer of the Oliver's mother, Elizabeth Steward, came of another famS# • with monastic lands.   But the theory which attributes and politics primarily to stach origins breaks down at a Oliver vas a cadet'of the family; the chief monastic spoSs i ancle and namesake, Sir Oliver of Hinchinbrook, man and Royalist to his death.      '

